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Periodic Driver CPC - Online Courses
DVSA approved and JAUPT accredited online courses for LGV and PCV
drivers, delivered by our qualified trainers via an interactive and easy-to-use platform.
In line with DVSA advice, all classroom based training is currently postponed. Red Rose Training
has launched a range of DVSA approved online Driver CPC courses. This means you can
complete the courses from home.
These courses are ideal for drivers and businesses who have additional time over the next few months and want to
keep up to date with training or for anyone that needs a fast-track qualification to access employment.

Online Driver CPC
Single day (7Hrs) = £60
Full 5 days (35hrs)= £300
Text: DCPC Online to 07874 314440 for more info
Enrolling on an online course:
To take part in the course you need a device with internet access, camera, speakers
and microphone (e.g. computer, laptop, tablet or mobile).
After making your booking, you will receive a confirmation email with joining instructions.
This will include a link to the online classroom and details of how you can get the most out of
the course.
Throughout the course our trainer will take you through a presentation which includes
videos. You’ll be able to ask your trainer questions and engage with other candidates like
you would in a physical classroom environment.

Courses available include:
• Tachograph, Driving Hours and Penalties
• Defensive Driving, Accident Procedures and First Aid
• Drivers Walk-round Safety Checks and Safe Loading of Vehicles

What our online customers have said:
“Very Interesting Day”
“Excellent job delivering a course that has never been done remotely before and I am proud to have been a part of his pioneering
day”
“Found it informing, went better than expected with the bonus of the comforts of my home”
“Course was very interesting and brushed some dust of the memory banks”
“Well planned and executed”
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